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Abstract

We develop an open-source large-scale finite-
state morphological processing toolkit (Ara-
ComLex) for Modern Standard Arabic (MSA)
distributed under the GPLv3 license.1 The
morphological transducer is based on a lexi-
cal database specifically constructed for this
purpose. In contrast to previous resources, the
database is tuned to MSA, eliminating lexi-
cal entries no longer attested in contemporary
use. The database is built using a corpus of
1,089,111,204 words, a pre-annotation tool,
machine learning techniques, and knowledge-
based pattern matching to automatically ac-
quire lexical knowledge. Our morphologi-
cal transducer is evaluated and compared to
LDC’s SAMA (Standard Arabic Morphologi-
cal Analyser).

1 Introduction

Due to its complexity, Arabic morphology has al-
ways been a challenge for computational processing
and a hard testing ground for morphological analysis
technologies. A lexicon is a core component of any
morphological analyser (Dichy and Farghaly, 2003;
Attia, 2006; Buckwalter, 2004; Beesley, 2001). The
quality and coverage of the lexical database deter-
mines the quality and coverage of the morphological
analyser, and limitations in the lexicon will cascade
through to higher levels of processing.

In this paper, we present an approach to automati-
cally construct a corpus-based lexical database for
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), focusing on the

1http://sourceforge.net/projects/aracomlex/

problem that existing lexical resources tend to in-
clude obsolete lexical entries no longer attested in
contemporary use. The database is used as the lex-
ical component of a large-scale finite state morpho-
logical analyser. We specify the morpho-syntactic
features and inflection paradigms that need to be ex-
plicitly stated for the morphological analyser and
show how this information can be learned through
machine learning techniques. We explain how bro-
ken plural forms are extracted from the corpus using
Levenshtein Distance and pattern matching. We re-
port the results of our experiments and evaluate and
compare our system against LDC’s SAMA (Stan-
dard Arabic Morphological Analyser) (Maamouri et
al., 2010) showing a substantial reduction of the
number of analyses per input word due to avoiding
obsolete interpretations no longer present in MSA.

This paper is structured as follows. In the intro-
duction, we differentiate between MSA, the focus
of this research, and Classical Arabic (CA) which is
a historical version of the language. We also give
a brief account of the current state of Arabic mor-
phological analysis and outline the structure of the
Arabic morphological system, showing what layers
and tiers are involved in word derivation and inflec-
tion. Section 2 explains the methodology in con-
structing our morphological analyser and the lexical
database. Section 3 presents the results obtained so
far in building and extending the lexical database by
using our MSA data-driven filtering method and ma-
chine learning techniques. We outline how broken
plurals are extracted and handled in our morphol-
ogy. In Section 4, we evaluate the morphology, and
finally, Section 5 gives the conclusion.
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1.1 Modern Standard Arabic vs. Classical
Arabic

Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), the subject of our
research, is the language of modern writing, pre-
pared speeches, and the language of the news. It
is the language universally understood by Arabic
speakers around the world. MSA stands in contrast
to both Classical Arabic (CA) and vernacular Ara-
bic dialects. CA is the language which appeared
in the Arabian Peninsula centuries before the emer-
gence of Islam and continued to be the standard lan-
guage until the medieval times. CA continues to
the present day as the language of religious teach-
ing, poetry, and scholarly literature. MSA is a direct
descendent of CA and is used today throughout the
Arab World in writing and in formal speaking (Bin-
Muqbil, 2006).

MSA is different from Classical Arabic at the lex-
ical, morphological, and syntactic levels (Watson,
2002; Elgibali and Badawi, 1996; Fischer, 1997).
At the lexical level, there is a significant expan-
sion of the lexicon to cater for the needs of moder-
nity. New words are constantly coined or bor-
rowed from foreign languages while many words
from CA have become obsolete. Although MSA
conforms to the general rules of CA, MSA shows
a tendency for simplification, and modern writers
use only a subset of the full range of structures, in-
flections, and derivations available in CA. For ex-
ample, Arabic speakers no longer strictly abide by
case ending rules, which led some structures to
become obsolete, while some syntactic structures
which were marginal in CA started to have more
salience in MSA. For example, the word order of
object-verb-subject, one of the classical structures,
is rarely found in MSA, while the relatively marginal
subject-verb-object word order in CA is gaining
more weight in MSA. This is confirmed by Van Mol
(2003) who quotes Stetkevych (1970) as pointing
out the fact that MSA word order has shifted bal-
ance, as the subject now precedes the verb more fre-
quently, breaking from the classical default word or-
der of verb-subject-object. Moreover, to avoid am-
biguity and improve readability, there is a tendency
to avoid passive verb forms when the active readings
are also possible, as in the words �Ñ

��	¢�	� ‘to be organ-
ised’. Instead of the passive form, the alternative

syntactic construction ��Õç��' ‘performed/done’ + verbal
noun is used, �é �ÒJ
 	¢�

	� ��K ��Õç��' ‘lit. organising it has been
done / it was organised’.

To our knowledge, apart from Van Mol’s (2003)
study of the variations in complementary particles,
no extensive empirical studies have been conducted
to check how significant the difference between
MSA and CA is either at the morphological, lexical,
or syntactic levels.

1.2 The Current State of Arabic
Morphological Analysis

Existing Arabic lexicons are not corpus-based (as in
a COBUILD approach (Sinclair, 1987)), but rather
reflect historical and prescriptive perspectives, mak-
ing no distinction between entries for MSA and CA
(Classical Arabic). Therefore, they tend to include
obsolete words not in contemporary use.

The Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyzer
(BAMA) (Buckwalter, 2004) is a de facto standard
tool which is widely used in the Arabic NLP re-
search community. The latest version of BAMA
is renamed SAMA version 3.1 (Maamouri et al.,
2010), and it contains 40,648 lemmas. However,
SAMA suffers from a legacy of heavy reliance on
older Arabic dictionaries, particularly Wehr’s Dic-
tionary (Wehr and Cowan, 1976). We estimate
that about 25% of the lexical items included in
SAMA are outdated based on our data-driven filter-
ing method presented in Section 3.2.

Therefore, there is a strong need to compile a
lexicon for MSA that follows modern lexicographic
conventions (Atkins and Rundell, 2008) in order to
make the lexicon a reliable representation of the lan-
guage and to make it a useful resource for NLP ap-
plications dealing with MSA. Our work represents
a further step to address this critical gap in Arabic
lexicography and morphological analysis. We use a
large corpus of more than one billion words to auto-
matically create a lexical database for MSA.

1.3 Arabic Morphotactics
Arabic morphology is well-known for being rich
and complex. Arabic morphology has a multi-tiered
structure where words are originally derived from
roots and pass through a series of affixations and
clitic attachments until they finally appear as sur-
face forms. Morphotactics refers to the way mor-
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Figure 1: The Multi-tier Structure of the Arabic Morphol-
ogy.

phemes combine together to form words (Beesley,
1998; Beesley and Karttunen, 2003). Generally
speaking, morphotactics can be concatenative, with
morphemes either prefixed or suffixed to stems, or
non-concatenative, with stems undergoing internal
alterations to convey morpho-syntactic information
(Kiraz, 2001). Arabic is considered as a typical ex-
ample of a language that employs both concatenative
and non-concatenative morphotactics. For exam-
ple, the verb A �ëñ

�
Ê �Òª��J�@� ‘they-used-it’ and the noun

�HB
�
A �Òª��J�B@ �ð ‘and-the-uses’ both originate from the

root ÉÔ«.
Figure 1 shows the layers and tiers embedded in

the representation of the Arabic morphological sys-
tem. The derivation layer is non-concatenative and
opaque in the sense that it is a sort of abstraction that
affects the choice of a part of speech (POS), and it
does not have a direct explicit surface manifestation.
By contrast, the inflection layer is more transparent.
It applies concatenative morphotactics by using af-
fixes to express morpho-syntactic features. We note
that verbs at this level show what is called ‘separated
dependencies’ which means that some prefixes de-
termine the selection of suffixes.

2 Methodology

In this section, we explain the techniques and stan-
dards we follow in the construction of our lexical

resource.

2.1 Using Finite State Technology for Arabic
One of our objectives for constructing the lexical
resource is to build a morphological analyser and
generator using bidirectional finite state technology
(FST). FST has been used successfully in devel-
oping morphologies for many languages, including
Semitic languages (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003).
There are a number of advantages of this technol-
ogy that makes it especially attractive in dealing
with human language morphologies; among these
are the ability to handle concatenative and non-
concatenative morphotactics, and the high speed and
efficiency in handling large automata of lexicons
with their derivations and inflections that can run
into millions of paths.

The Xerox XFST System (Beesley and Karttunen,
2003) is a well-known finite state compiler, but the
disadvantage of this tool is that it is a proprietary
software, which limits its use in the larger research
community. Fortunately, there is an alternative,
namely Foma, (Hulden, 2009), which is an open-
source finite-state toolkit that implements the Xerox
lexc and xfst utilities. We have developed an open-
source morphological analyser for Arabic using the
Foma compiler allowing us to share our morphol-
ogy with third parties. The lexical database, which
is being edited and validated, is used to automati-
cally extend and update the morphological analyser,
allowing for greater coverage and better capabilities.

Arabic words are formed through the amalgama-
tion of two tiers, namely root and pattern. A root
is a sequence of three consonants and the pattern is
a template of vowels (or vowels with consonants)
with slots into which the consonants of the root are
inserted. This process of insertion is called inter-
digitation (Beesley, 2001). An example is shown in
Table 1.

Root �PX
drs

Pattern R1aR2aR3a R1aR2R2aR3a R1āR2iR3

POS V V N
Stem d a r a s a d a r r a s a d ā r i s

‘study’ ‘teach’ ‘student’

Table 1: Root and Pattern Interdigitation.

There are three main strategies for the develop-
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ment of Arabic morphological analysers depending
on the initial level of analysis: root, stem or lemma.
In a root-based morphology, such as the Xerox
Arabic Morphological Analyser (Beesley, 2001),
analysing Arabic words is based on a list of roots
and a list of patterns interacting together in a pro-
cess called interdigitation, as explained earlier. In
a stem-based morphology, such as SAMA (Buck-
walter, 2004; Maamouri et al., 2010), the stem is
considered as a base form of the word. A stem is a
form between the lemma and the surface form. One
lemma can have several variations when interacting
with prefixes and suffixes. Such a system does not
use alteration rules and relies instead on listing all
stems (or form variations) in the database. For ex-
ample, in SAMA’s database, the verb �Q

�
º ��� šakara

‘to thank’ has two entries: �Q
�
º ��� šakara for per-

fective and Q
�
º �� škur for the imperfective. In a

lemma-based morphology, words are analysed at the
lemma level. A lemma is the least marked form of a
word, that is the uninflected word without suffixes,
prefixes, proclitics, or enclitics. In Arabic, this is
usually the perfective, 3rd person, singular verb, and
in the case of nouns and adjectives, the singular in-
definite form. Other inflected forms are generated
from the lemma through alteration rules.

In our implementation of the Arabic finite state
transducer, we use the lemma as the base form. We
believe that a lemma-based morphology is more eco-
nomical than the stem-based morphology as it does
not list all form variations and relies on generalised
rules. It is also less complex than the root-based ap-
proach and less likely to overgenerate (Dichy and
Farghaly, 2003; Attia, 2006). This leads to better
maintainability and scalability of our morphology.

In an XFST finite state system, lexical entries
along with all possible affixes and clitics are en-
coded in the lexc language which is a right recursive
phrase structure grammar (Beesley, 2001; Beesley
and Karttunen, 2003). A lexc file contains a num-
ber of lexicons connected through what is known
as “continuation classes” which determine the path
of concatenation. Example (1) gives a snapshot of
some verbs in our lexc file. The tags are meant to
provide the following information:

• The multi-character symbol ˆssˆ stands for
stem start, and ˆseˆ for stem end.

• The flag diacritic @D.V.P@ means “disallow
the passive voice”, and @D.M.I@ means “dis-
allow the imperative mood”.

• Transitive and Intransitive are used
as the continuation classes for verbs.

(1) LEXICON Verbs

ˆssˆ �Q
�
º ���[‘thank’]ˆseˆ Transitive;

ˆssˆ
�hQ�

�	̄ [‘be-happy’]ˆseˆ@D.V.P@ Intransitive;

ˆssˆ �Q�Ó
�
@[‘order’]ˆseˆ@D.M.I@ Transitive;

ˆssˆ
�

ÈA��̄[‘say’]ˆseˆ Intransitive;

Similarly, nouns are added by choosing from a
set of continuation classes which determine what
path of inflection each noun is going to select, as
shown in example (2) (gloss is included in square
brackets for illustration only). These continuation
classes (13 in total) are based on the facts in Ta-
ble 2, which shows the inflection choices available
for Arabic nouns according to gender (masculine or
feminine) and number (singular, dual or plural).

(2) LEXICON Nouns

+m+humanˆssˆÕ
��
Î �ª�Ó[‘teacher’]ˆseˆ FMduFduFplMpl;

+m+humanˆssˆI. Ë�A �£[‘student’]ˆseˆ FMduFduFpl;

+m+nonhumanˆssˆH. A��J»� [‘book’]ˆseˆ Mdu;

+f+nonhumanˆssˆ
�è �Q ��®�K.[‘cow’]ˆseˆ DuFpl;

With inflections and concatenations, words usu-
ally become subject to changes or alterations in their
forms. Alterations are the discrepancies between
underlying strings and their surface realisations
(Beesley, 1998), and alteration rules are the rules
that relate the surface forms to the underlying forms.
Alteration rules are expressed in finite state systems
using XFST replace rules of the general form shown
in (3).

(3) a -> b || L _ R

The rule states that the string a is replaced with
the string b when a occurs between the left context
L and the right context R. In Arabic, long vowels,
glides and the glottal stop are the subject of a great
deal of phonological (and consequently orthographi-
cal) alterations like assimilation and deletion. Many
of the challenges an Arabic morphological analyser
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Masculine Sin-
gular

Feminine
Singular

Masculine
Dual

Feminine
Dual

Masculine
Plural

Feminine
Plural

Continuation
Class

1 Õ
��
Î �ª�Ó mu↪allim

‘teacher’

�é �Ò
��
Ê �ª�Ó

mu↪allimat

	àA �Ò
��
Ê �ª�Ó

mu↪allimān

	àA��J �Ò
��
Ê �ª�Ó

mu↪allima-
tān

	àñ �Ò
��
Ê �ª�Ó

mu↪allimuwn

�HA �Ò
��
Ê �ª�Ó

mu↪allimāt
F-Mdu-Fdu-
Mpl-Fpl

2 I. Ë�A �£ t.ālib
‘student’

�é�J. Ë� A �£ t.ālibat 	àA�J. Ë� A �£ t.ā-
libān

	àA��J�J. Ë� A �£ t.ā-
libatān

- �HA�J. Ë� A �£ t.ā-
libāt

F-Mdu-Fdu-Fpl

3 �ø
 Q��
 	�� m�
��'

tah. d. iyriyy
‘preparatory’

�é��K
Q��
 	�� m�
��'

tah. d. iyriyyat

	àA��K
Q��
 	�� m�
��'

tah. d. iyriyyān

	àA��J��K
Q��
 	�� m�
��'

tah. d. iyriyya-
tān

- - F-Mdu-Fdu

4 - �è �Q ��®�K. baqarat
‘cow’

- 	àA��K �Q ��®�K.
baqaratān

- �H@ �Q ��®�K.
baqarāt

Fdu-Fpl

5 È �	PA�	J��K tanāzul
‘concession’

- - - - �HB
� �	PA�	J��K

tanāzulāt
Fpl

6 - �é��J
m��
�	�

d. ah. iyyat
‘victim’

- 	àA��J��J
m��
�	�

d. ah. iyyatān
- - Fdu

7 	�m �× mah. d.
‘mere’

�é �	�m �× mah. d. at - - - - F

8 	àA �j�J�Ó@� imtih. ān
‘exam’

- 	àA�	K A �j�J�Ó@�
imtih. ānān

- - �HA�	K A �j�J�Ó@�
imtih. ānāt

Mdu-Fdu

9 PA��J
 �£ t.ayyār ‘pi-
lot’

- - - .tayyAruwn - Mdu-Mpl

10 H. A��J»� kitāb
‘book’

- 	àA�K. A
��J»� kitā-

bān
- - - Mdu

11 �ù
 £� @ �Q�®�Üß
X� diy-
muqrāt.iyy
‘democrat’

- - - 	àñ��J
£� @ �Q�®�Üß
X�
diymuqrā-
t.iyyuwn

- Mpl

12 h. ð �Q �	k h
˘

uruwǧ
‘exiting’

- - - - - NoNum

13 �Ik� A�J. �Ó mabā-
h. it

¯
‘investiga-

tors’

- - - - - Irreg pl

Table 2: The Arabic Inflection Grid and Continuation Classes.

faces are related to handling these issues. In our sys-
tem there are about 130 replace rules to handle alter-
ations that affect verbs, nouns, adjectives and func-
tion words when they undergo inflections, or when
they are attached to affixes and clitics.

2.2 Using Heuristics and Statistics from a
Large Corpus

For the construction of a lexicon for MSA, we
take advantage of large and rich resources that have
not been exploited in similar tasks before. We
use a corpus of 1,089,111,204 words, consisting of
925,461,707 words from the Arabic Gigaword cor-
pus fourth edition (Parker et al., 2009), in addition to
163,649,497 words from news articles we collected
from the Al-Jazeera web site.2

We pre-annotate the corpus using MADA (Roth
et al., 2008), a state-of-the-art tool for morphologi-

2http://aljazeera.net/portal. Collected in January 2010.

cal processing. MADA combines SAMA and SVM
classifiers to choose the best morphological analy-
sis for a word in context, doing tokenisation, lem-
matisation, diacritisation, POS tagging, and disam-
biguation. MADA is reported to achieve high accu-
racy (above 90%) for tokenisation and POS tagging
tested on the Arabic Penn Treebank, but no evalua-
tion of lemmatisation is reported. We use the anno-
tated data to collect statistics on lemma features and
use machine learning techniques, described in Sec-
tion 3.2.2, in order to extend a manually constructed
seed lexicon (Attia, 2006). We also use the anno-
tated data to extract a list of broken plurals, as de-
scribed in Section 3.3.

3 Results to Date

In this section, we present the results obtained so far
in building and extending the lexical database.
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3.1 Building Lexical Resources
There are three key components in the Arabic mor-
phological system: root, pattern, and lemma. In
order to accommodate these components, we cre-
ate four lexical databases: one for nominal lemmas
(including nouns and adjectives), one for verb lem-
mas, one for word patterns, and one for root-lemma
lookup. From a manually created MSA lexicon (At-
tia, 2006) we construct a seed database of 5,925
nominal lemmas and 1,529 verb lemmas. At the mo-
ment, we focus on open word classes and exclude
proper nouns, function words, and multiword ex-
pressions which are relatively stable and fixed from
an inflectional point of view.

We build a database of 490 Arabic patterns (456
for nominals and 34 for verbs) which can be used
as indicators of the morphological inflectional and
derivational behaviour of Arabic words. Patterns are
also powerful in the abstraction and coarse-grained
categorisation of word forms.

3.2 Extending the Lexical Database
In extending our lexicon, we rely on Attia’s
manually-constructed finite state morphology (At-
tia, 2006) and the lexical database in SAMA 3.1
(Maamouri et al., 2010). Creating a lexicon is usu-
ally a labour-intensive task. For instance, Attia took
three years in the development of his morphology,
while SAMA and its predecessor, Buckwalter’s mor-
phology, were developed over more than a decade,
and at least seven people were involved in updating
and maintaining the morphology.

Our objective here is to automatically extend At-
tia’s finite state morphology (Attia, 2006) using
SAMA’s database. In order to do this, we need
to solve two problems. First, SAMA suffers from
a legacy of obsolete entries and we need to filter
out these outdated words, as we want to enrich our
lexicon only with lexical items that are still in cur-
rent use. Second, our lexical database and the FST
morphology require features (such as humanness for
nouns and transitivity for verbs) that are not pro-
vided by SAMA, and we want to automatically in-
duce these features.

3.2.1 Lexical Enrichment.
To address the first problem, we use a data-

driven filtering method that combines open web

search engines and our pre-annotated corpus. Us-
ing frequency statistics3 from three web search en-
gines (Al-Jazeera,4 Arabic Wikipedia,5 and the Ara-
bic BBC website6), we find that 7,095 lemmas in
SAMA have zero hits. Frequency statistics from our
corpus show that 3,604 lemmas are not used in the
corpus at all, and 4,471 lemmas occur less than 10
times. Combining frequency statistics from the web
and the corpus, we find that there are 29,627 lem-
mas that returned at least one hit in the web queries
and occurred at least 10 times in the corpus. Using
a threshold of 10 occurrences here is discretionary,
but the aim is to separate the stable core of the lan-
guage from instances where the use of a word is per-
haps accidental or somewhat idiosyncratic. We con-
sider the refined list as representative of the lexicon
of MSA as attested by our statistics.

3.2.2 Feature Enrichment.

To address the second problem, we use a machine
learning classification algorithm, the Multilayer Per-
ceptron (Haykin, 1998). The main idea of machine
learning is to automatically learn complex patterns
from existing (training) data and make intelligent
decisions on new (test) data. In our case, we have
a seed lexicon (Attia, 2006) with lemmas manually
annotated with classes, and we want to build a model
for predicting the same classes for each new lemma
added to the lexicon. The classes (second column
in Table 3) for nominals are continuation classes (or
inflection paths), the semantico-grammatical feature
of humanness, and POS (noun or adjective). The
classes for verbs are transitivity, allowing the pas-
sive voice, and allowing the imperative mood. From
our seed lexicon we extract two datasets of 4,816
nominals and 1,448 verbs. We feed these datasets
with frequency statistics from our pre-annotated cor-
pus and build the statistics into a vector grid. The
features (third column in Table 3) for nominals are
number, gender, case and clitics; for verbs, num-
ber, gender, person, aspect, mood, voice and clitics.
For the implementation of the machine learning al-
gorithm, we use the open-source application Weka

3Statistics were collected in January 2011.
4http://aljazeera.net/portal
5http://ar.wikipedia.org
6http://www.bbc.co.uk/arabic/
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No. Classes Features P R F
Nominals

1 Continuation
Classes:
13 classes

number, gen-
der, case,
clitics

0.62 0.65 0.63

2 Human:
yes, no, unspec-
ified

0.86 0.87 0.86

3 POS: noun, ad-
jective

0.85 0.86 0.85

Verbs
4 Transitivity:

transitive,
intransitive

number, gen-
der, person,
aspect, mood,
voice, clitics

0.85 0.85 0.84

5 Allow passive:
yes, no

0.72 0.72 0.72

6 Allow impera-
tive:
yes, no

0.63 0.65 0.64

Table 3: Results of the Classification Experiments.

version 3.6.4.7 We split each dataset into 66% for
training and 34% for testing. We conduct six clas-
sification experiments to provide the classes that we
need to include in our lexical database. Table 3 gives
the results of the experiments in terms of precision,
recall, and f-measure.

The results show that the highest f-measure scores
are achieved for ‘Human’, ‘POS’, and ‘Transitivity’.
Typically one would assume that these features are
hard to predict with any reasonable accuracy without
taking the context into account. It was surprising to
obtain such good prediction results based only on
statistics on morphological features alone. We also
note that the f-measure for ‘Continuation Classes’ is
comparatively low, but considering that here we are
classifying for 13 classes, the results are in fact quite
acceptable. Using the machine learning model, we
annotate 12,974 new nominals and 5,034 verbs.

3.3 Handling Broken Plurals
In our seed morphology (Attia, 2006), we have
950 broken plurals which were collected manually
and clearly tagged. In SAMA, however, broken
plurals are rather poorly handled. SAMA does
not mark broken plurals as “plurals” either in the
source file or in the morphology output. There is
no straightforward way to automatically collect the
list of all broken plural forms from SAMA. For
example, the singular form I. 	K� A �g. ǧānib “side”

7http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/

and the broken plural I. 	K� @ �ñ �k. ǧawānib “sides” are
analysed as in (4) and (5) respectively.
(4) <lemmaID>jAnib_1</lemmaID>

<voc>jAnib</voc> <pos>jAnib/NOUN</pos>

<gloss>side/aspect</gloss>

(5) <lemmaID>jAnib_1</lemmaID>

<voc>jawAnib</voc> <pos>jawAnib/NOUN</pos>

<gloss>sides/aspects</gloss>

The only tags that distinguish the singular from
the broken plural form is the gloss (or translation)
and voc (or vocalisation). We also note that MADA
passes this problem on unsolved, and broken plurals
are all marked with num=s, which means that the
number is singular. We believe that this shortcoming
can have a detrimental effect on the performance of
any syntactic parser based on such data.

To extract broken plurals from our large MSA
corpus (which is annotated with SAMA tags), we
rely on the gloss of entries with the same LemmaID.
We use Levenshtein Distance which measures the
similarity between two strings. For example, using
Levenshtein Distance to measure the difference be-
tween “sides/aspects” and “side/aspect” will give a
distance of 2. When this number is divided by the
length of the first string, we obtain 0.15, which is
within a threshold (here set to <0.4). Thus the two
entries pass the test as possible broken plural can-
didates. Using this method, we collect 2,266 candi-
dates. We believe, however, that many broken plural
forms went undetected because the translation did
not follow the assumed format. For example, the
word H. Q �k h. arb has the translation “war/warfare”
while the plural form H. ð �Q �k h. uruwb has the trans-
lation “wars”.

To validate the list of candidates, we use Ara-
bic word pattern matching. For instance, in the
above example, the singular form (vocalisation) fol-
lows the pattern fAEil (or the regular expression
.A.il) and the plural form follows the pattern
fawAEil (or .awA.i.). In our manually devel-
oped pattern database we have fawAEil as a possi-
ble plural pattern for fAEil. Therefore, the match-
ing succeeds, and the candidate is considered as a
valid broken plural entry. We compiled a list of 135
singular patterns that choose from a set of 82 broken
plural patterns. The choice, however, is not free, but
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Morphology No. of General News Semi-Literary
Lemmas Coverage Rate per word Coverage Rate per word

AraComLex 1.0 10,799 79.68% 1.67 69.37% 1.62
AraComLex 2.0 28,807 86.89% 2.10 85.14% 2.09
AraComLex 2.1 30,587 87.13% 2.09 85.73% 2.08

SAMA 40,648 88.13% 5.32 86.95% 5.30

Table 4: Coverage and Rate Per Word Test Results.

each singular form has a limited predefined set of
broken plural patterns to select from. From the list
of 2,266 candidates produced by Levenshtein Dis-
tance, 1,965 were validated using the pattern match-
ing, that is 87% of the instances. When we remove
the entries that are intersected with our 950 manu-
ally collected broken plurals, 1,780 forms are left.
This means that in our lexicon now we have a list of
2,730 broken plural forms.

There are some insights that can be gained from
the statistics on Arabic plurals in our corpus. The
corpus contains 5,570 lemmas which have a femi-
nine plural suffix, 1,942 lemmas with a masculine
plural suffix (of these 1,273 forms intersect with
the feminine plural suffix), and about 1,965 lemmas
with a broken plural form. This means that the bro-
ken plural formation in Arabic is as productive as the
regular plural suffixation. Currently, we cannot ex-
plain why the feminine plural suffix enjoys this high
preference, but we can point to the fact that mascu-
line plural suffixes are used almost exclusively with
the natural gender, while the feminine plural suffix,
as well as broken plurals, are used liberally with the
grammatical gender in addition to the natural gen-
der.

4 Morphology Evaluation

In this section, we test the coverage and rate per
word (or the average number of analyses per word)
in our morphological analyser compared to an ear-
lier version (the baseline) and SAMA. We build a
test corpus of 800,000 words, divided into 400,000
of what we term as Semi-Literary text and 400,000
for General News texts. The Semi-Literary texts
consist of articles collected from columns, com-
mentaries, opinions and analytical essays written by
professional writers who tend to use figurative and
metaphorical language not commonly used in ordi-

nary news. This type of text exhibits the charac-
teristics of literary text, especially the high ratio of
word tokens to word types: out of the 400,000 to-
kens there are 60,564 types. The General News text
contrasts with the literary text in that the former has
a lower ratio of word tokens to word types: out of
the 400,000 tokens there are 42,887 types.

Table 4 compares the results of coverage and rate
per word for AraComLex 2.1 against the baseline
(AraComLex 1.0), that is the morphology originally
developed in (Attia, 2006); AraComLex 2.0, which
does not contain the broken plural extension; and
LDC’s SAMA version 3.1.

The results show that for the Semi-Literary text,
we achieve a considerable improvement in cover-
age for AraComLex 2.1 over the baseline, increasing
from 69.37% to 85.73%, that is 16.36% absolute im-
provement. However, for the General News text, we
achieve less improvement: from 79.68% to 79.68%
coverage, that is 7.45% absolute improvement.

Compared to SAMA, AraComLex 2.1 has 1.00%
(absolute) less coverage on General News, and
1.22% (absolute) less coverage on the Semi-Literary
text. However, the rate per word is significantly
lower in AraComLex (2.08) than in SAMA (5.30).
We assume that the lower rate of ambiguity in Ara-
ComLex is mainly due to the fact that we excluded
obsolete words and morphological analyses from
our lexical database.

5 Conclusion

We build a large-scale open-source finite state trans-
ducer for MSA (AraComLex) distributed under the
GPLv3 license. We start off with a manually con-
structed lexicon of 10,799 MSA lemmas and auto-
matically extend it to 30,587 lemmas, carefully ex-
cluding obsolete entries and analyses that are not at-
tested in contemporary data, that is a large MSA cor-
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pus containing more than one billion words. We suc-
cessfully use machine learning to predict morpho-
syntactic features for newly acquired words. We also
use Levenshtein Distance and Arabic word pattern
matching to extract broken plurals. Evaluation re-
sults show that our transducer has coverage similar
to SAMA, but at a significantly reduced average rate
of analysis per word, due to avoiding outdated en-
tries and analyses.
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